The Department of Agriculture and Fisheries is leading the development of a whole-of-government
agribusiness and food industry development strategy. The strategy’s development is underpinned by
a comprehensive engagement process that includes an online engagement hub, 13 stakeholder
workshops held throughout Queensland, and over 20 one-on-one interviews. The purpose of
engagement is to have a conversation about how we can grow a trusted, profitable and sustainable
agribusiness and food sector.
In the spirit of transparency and true engagement we encourage an ongoing conversation until
engagement closes on 31 August. Below you’ll find workshop outputs from Brisbane held on Friday
26 July. You can comment on these materials and ideas through the online engagement hub forum.
The materials include information from each part of the workshop:










Workshop plan and methodology
“What’s the buzz?” discussion feedback
Activity # 1—Strengthening the agri-business and food sector—current state; group
discussion notes addressing:
o What is working well in the agriculture and food sector in this region? What is
thriving or being done that is working?
o What is delivering most value for you and your industry?
o What resources or assets contribute to this success?
Activity # 2—Strengthening the agri-business and food sector—future state; group
discussion notes addressing:
o What’s the worst idea that you can think of—what would it look like?
o What does a highly successful and innovate agri-business sector look like to you?
 What is the untapped potential?
 What gaps should be addressed?
 What initiatives are not working?
 What do we need to reconfigure?
Activity # 3—Strengthening the agri-business and food sector—key focus areas; referring
to Activity # 2, workshop participants identified 4–6 key focus areas of interest and, working
in small groups, took a deep dive to develop the idea by addressing:
o What is the idea? What would happen? Who will be involved? What change will
result?
o Need + context—Why is the idea needed? What’s the problem or opportunity that it
is responding to?
o Tracing it back—what insights or inspiration does this idea draw from?
o Why this idea? —What makes this idea interesting or important?
Responses to what excites people about being involved and process evaluation feedback.

Growing for Queensland – Brisbane Panel & IWG Workshop
Running Sheet
Project

Agribusiness and Food Industry Development Strategy
(Agri-Food Strategy)

Date

26th July 2019

Venue

George Williams Hotel

Time

8:45am – 2:30pm

Key Contacts - DAF

 Venue & catering contact: Mark Showell, Manager

 Melanie Cox, Project Manager
 Brenda Walhain, Senior Communications Officer
 Katie Barrett, Policy Officer

Time

Item
No. Segment
1

8:45am

9:00am

2

3

Room preparations

Registrations

Welcome & introductions

Key activities


Set up registration desk and table materials



Ensure technology is connected and operable



Greeting participants



Seek permissions on use of photography and digital recording
(photos/videos)



Set up poll.ev, test question – what excites you about coming
to this workshop



Lynne to provide a welcome to workshop participants and
introduction of Project Team



Acknowledgement of country
“I would like to respectfully acknowledge the Traditional
Owners and Custodians of the land on which we meet and
Elders past, present and emerging.”

Lead
Project team

Project team

Lynne Turner

Resources & notes

Time

Item
No. Segment

Key activities
 Introduce Michelle

Lead

Resources & notes

Michelle Feenan is a community engagement practitioner
specialising in facilitation, design and delivery of community
engagement strategies and training. Michelle has facilitated
workshops, forums and strategic planning sessions across
Australia. Having spent most of her life living and working in
regional and rural Queensland, Michelle has a good
understanding of the diversity of our regions and what makes
communities tick!!

9:10am

9:30am

4

5

Setting the Group – Local
Round Up

Setting the scene

Overview of workshop and housekeeping

Michelle Feenan

MF to initiate an introductory activity that enables participants to meet Michelle Feenan
each other and get primed for the discussions.


What’s the buzz? - a snapshot about what is current in the
local community/region.



Mingle with each other, stand up, report back and captured on
whiteboard

Project team to provide an overview of the project and why the
consultations are happening:


Purpose



Objectives



Drivers



Engagement processes



Timeline



How will this be used



Insights / stories so far

Lynne to provide a quick overview on…


A state-wide approach of what’s the buzz in the sector. What’s
exciting about Queensland at the moment and the challenges
we’re facing.

Project Team

This is getting people
connected and warmed up
for the session. Participants
are asked to share their
views about what is current
in their community/region
To provide context for the
workshops and outline what
has been researched to
contribute to the current
point.

Time

Item
No. Segment

10:00am 6

Strengthening the Agrifood sector – Current
state

Key activities

Lead

Resources & notes

Preamble:…..

Michelle Feenan

Butchers paper

Activity: (World Café Activity or Table rounds – depending on numbers)
1. What is working well in the agricultural and food sector in this
region? From your experience, what is thriving or being done
that is working?
2. What is delivering most value for you and your industry?
3. What resources, skills or assets contributed to this success?
What government programs or policies contributed?
Each Table group to feedback 3 key points and capture these on
butchers paper.

10:45am 7

11:00am 8

Morning Tea Break

Strengthening the Agrifood sector – Future State

-Preamble: ….

Michelle Feenan

Activity: (Cardstorming or Zing technology) – table conversations
What’s the worst thing we can do?
What does a future highly successful and innovative agri-food sector
look like to you? (refer to the vision of a high-performing, trusted,
profitable and sustainable sector).
a. What is the untapped potential?
b. What gaps should be addressed?
c.

What initiatives are not working?

d. What initiatives can be reconfigured to work better with
or leverage other initiatives?
Large group discussion on common themes that emerge. Highlight that
these will be the focus for next segment.

Time

Item
No. Segment

11:45am 9

Strengthening the Agrifood sector – Key Focus
Areas

Key activities

Lead

Resources & notes

-Preamble: ….

Michelle Feenan

Small groups to be selfnominating and based on
interest and experience.

Activity: (Ideas Generator and Rating System)
Considering the key themes that emerged from the last segment, invite
the group to identify some key focus areas that they would like to
develop in greater detail. Assign these focus areas to small groups.
Each small group then develops the key theme focusing on:


What does this initiative entail – describe what it is, how would
it work or unfold and what are the outcomes in detail?



What actions are needed for this initiative to proceed?



Who would play a role in it is implementation? What role?

Once each group has further developed their key focus areas, these will
need to be set up for display with the Feedback Frames.
Give groups time to review the development work for each of the key
focus areas – can be done during and after the refreshment break.
12:45pm 10

1:15pm

1:35pm

11

12

Lunch break

Strengthening the Agrifood sector – Key Focus
Areas

Welcome the group back.

Michelle Feenan

Workshop Evaluation

Ask groups to contribute to the workshop evaluation form – will be on Michelle Feenan
tables while the results are collated from the Feedback Frame.

Provide instructions for the Feedback Frame session – each person has
an opportunity to review the key initiatives and provide the feedback
using the tokens and Feedback Frames

Time

Item
No. Segment

1:45pm

13

Final summations

Key activities

Lead

Provide a summary of what has emerged from the sessions with some Project Team
preliminary feedback.
Give an overview of what is happening next.
Reminder that participants can continue to provide their contributions
through the ehub.
This might have generated some thinking – you can continue to
contribute.

2:00pm

14

Close

Thanks and farewell

All

Resources & notes

What's the worst thing we could do?

Growing for Queensland

Brisbane IWG + Critical Friends Workshop – Friday 26 July 2019
What does a future highly successful and innovative agribusiness and food sector look like to
you? What is the untapped potential or what gaps should be addressed? What current initiatives
are not working? How can they be re-configured? What new initiatives are needed?
Get shit done
Open and collaborative culture not afraid of failing
Utilisation of horticulture waste
 re 3 caused by retailers, use buy dates and other. So our goal is full utilisation of ag productions
40-60% of food production is waste in horticulture
The future includes indigenous voice
Fear of failure big issue - Stigma in regional Australia.
Regular opportunities to connect and interact
Untapped potential is our youth, average age of farmers is 59. Need younger people in farming.
If investors are looking to invest in Qld, what do we need to fix?
Enhance digital connectivity in Queensland
Ag training isn't working. We need well trained educated training.
 re 11 correction... need well trained educated farmers.
Trust in delivering - start small and build trust in change for example AgTech - build trust and value to
increase adoption
Untapped broader education for the consumer. Taking people on the food journey
Attracting long term super investment - need regular returns - may not be suitable for horticulture - how
do we get consistency of returns to attract investment?
Recognise our nearby partners in processing - build capacity and capability now as they will be important
business partners in the future - e.g. NZ and leverage their trade access
Government incentives rebates and support for small business - to become a stronger community.
Around food education.
Range of expertise coming into the sector.
Farmers to be more open to joint ventures, e.g. from overseas who have long term view of success and
are great partners.
Ag and Food sector becomes a community - to encourage people to come on board
Position Qld agri-food people as connected, progressive, resilient problem solvers, innovators and
collaborators
Address climate change by setting targets and having a vision of how
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Digital media education - promote the Ag and food industry - Down to the consumer level
Innovation and customer value embedded through each stage of the supply chain
 re 25 need to focus on ag tech - we are less than overseas. so main opportunity is value adding
particularly re minimising waste and out of spec and creating new products through synthetic
biology
Untapped potential - 'normal' people investing in Ag businesses. People don't think about investing in Ag
for income.
Diversified family farm businesses - trend for farms to get larger and more corporate, but a healthy sector
would have more owners and employment - more owners, jobs and intensity
 re 27 - about growth in the sector, but a lot are small family businesses - don’t necessarily want to
grow and employ more people - higher value and extracting more for smart growth
Policy - how do we navigate the other policy interactions. Environment - water security, Veg etc. A level
compromised position.
Using everything created to increase productivity
Empower small business as the future is about flourishing small business - e.g. big business is the
easiest option for Gov - keep going regional and keep seeking out the unheard voices of small, rural and
regional business
Water - for example local government, federal, state interactions. Cohesive engagement
Map journey from consumer back to farm - journey mapping to gain deep insights of customers to
develop useful products and services
 re 33 - bringing agile processes into SMEs - they don't have the capability but are natural
innovation territory by necessity - mentors, funding, matching people
Better food labeling to provide information to consumers on - carbon, ethics, production - influencing food
preferences
Employment incentives for local employment. Seasonal workers vs overseas
Upskill farmers with business skills, not enough people in the farm entity to do that, so resources are
limited and they're focusing on growing their commodity. Farming has moved from lifestyle to bigger
business without the skill sets coming in, for the most part.
Food industry contribution to reducing chronic disease in Queensland, measure it and report on it market it - and use the evidence base to influence consumer preference
Digital infrastructure - Qld is the connected state digital and people - can’t harness power of people
without digital infrastructure
 re 41 - cowboy with the laptop and smart phone and cow has a sensor in its ear
Digitally enabled people
Workforce policy matching to immigration policy - also local workforces
Qld leaders in sustainable solutions in food and Ag, because digitally connected, lead in circular economy
and packaging, food waste, using technology to find solutions
Financial literacy, being strategic about finances. They don't know the key economic drivers of their
business.
Qld farmers need a global outlook - we need to look at what others are doing and get more farmers
overseas
Clear and straight supply chain, shorter supply chain
 re 48 - what to do to help artisanal to move up
Need to better connect farmer and agribusiness so that it is seamless - creates value add opportunities
 re 49 this requires in govt - no barriers between food production and food manufacturing. Good
example is food safety legislation
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Support Industries in Agriculture - that haven’t been thought of - for example AgTech what are these other
service businesses
Biosecurity movement like Landcare - to amplify the Qld bio act
Title of strategy is a good start - food and agribusiness
Better matching of supply and demand - Supply Chains across Queensland - Mangoes to SE Qld then
back up North
Shifting from commodities and value add to food systems, stop obsession with crops and grains and
focus on selling beef management systems
 re 55 e.g. vertical farms systems - product is for display, sell the system - closed system,
nutritious
Information and data sharing - sharing volumes / expectatives
Not getting the support they need because they're focused on production, and don't have time to source
the advice and support they need to 'run a business'.
Hobby farms biosecurity risk - when purchasing a farm through titles office - before you are allowed to
move into production you need to undertake training and upskilling - meet minimum standards
Untapped potential for more future employment around Agriculture - get that excitement to join the sector
Zoonotic disease needs to be a household concern - farmer concern - with risks increasing every year
Proximity to professional resources, cultural norms
Sell knowledge rather than food
Learning from Qld health and can they provide insight in animal health responses and preparedness
Agriculture is about creativity environmental management not only about productions. Bringing people
into the sector helps bring the sector forward DIVERSITY .
Stories and successes need to be told.
Queensland needs to be known as the food state
Alerts in real-time for crop disease - google analytics - spatial, temporal etc. to direct fast response or
proactive comms
Market driven sustainability instead of policy driven - sustainable finance mechanisms - good for planet,
good for business - end customers are demanding and keeping us accountable
R and D outcomes suitable for consumers needs
Don’t regulate the business out of existence - Sell the opportunity for the Agriculture sector
Support is available, but there aren't the connections and barriers exist, but the contact made is with
relative strangers, so a reluctance to engage.
Developing the small scale - boutique industry.
Farms are financially sustainable without government subsidies
RED grants difficult. - more generally, understanding access to grants is an issue, complex
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Better coordination of state govt policy affecting farmers re climate water environment
Govt support mechanisms compiled in one spot
Streamline Gov interaction with business - how can we increase public awareness of the machine of
government so they can feel they can access who they need and be serviced
Relationships through extension are breaking down and so farmers aren't having the conversations
needed to help shift them towards to where they need to be.
Simpler cleaner streamlined interface - journey mapping and design thinking understanding of
perspective
Extension - on the farm generation changes - people are asking for information that exists
Map up agribusiness capability
GAP - extension - Land Management NRM - old knowledge lost as new generations come through
Farmer centric thinking into proposals
Move beyond peaks in terms of engagement etc.
Get things out of data tombs
Growth mindset - invest in growth behaviours
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Polls

Participants

Average responses

Average engagement

